CVS Help & Meeting Notes

March 17th, 2006

1 Using CVS

1.1 to set up CVS

cd /u/geoevents/project
mkdir <login>
setenv CVSROOT /u/geoevents/project/cvsroot or use global -d option
cvs [-d cvsroot] -P geoevents

1.2 to update your code

cvs [-d cvsroot] update -dP

2 Meeting Notes

- Multiple requests from Server could spawn multiple EventParsers
  - changes need to be made to Concierge
- Concierge can’t be tested until GUI is written
- Weather might be slow since we are parsing on the fly
  - possibility of caching last 100 weathers?
- add flush function to Events Database
- email problem for a server, cc dhl